








Beleaf® (Biologically Engineered Leaf) rises 
from the winning idea of  turning a problem 
into an opportunity. How? Producing veneers 
from the banana trunks and giving you a chance 
to build your environment in an ecological way.

Ecological and elegant, The Tiles Collection is 
a new Beleaf® product which offers a rare material 
to build your environment sustainably. 

Beleaf  Tiles are handmade in Italy with 
experienced craftsmen, each unique piece is 
composed of  a Pure MDF E0 panel pressed with 
Beleaf® veneer and fi nished with water based 
lacquer.

  



White Agate evokes peace and tranquility. 
White is the color of  purity, wisdom, 

and simplicity. Our Pure Collection is ideal 
to give an elegant yet relaxing tone.

White Agate

“White... purity, wisdom, 
and simplicity”



Ruby

“Red... creativity, passion, 
and vitality”

Red is the color of  creativity, passion, 
and enthusiasm. Like the Ruby stone, 

red gives the feeling of  heightened 
energy and vitality.



Sapphire

“Blue... relax your mind; 
change your mood”

Blue is a symbol of  water and has a relaxing effect 
on your mood. The Sapphire stone has been 

considered by the ancient Greeks to encompass 
all the beneficiary properties of  precious stones.



Amber

“Yellow... joy, energy, and light”

Yellow is the color most luminous and full 
of  light. For this reason it represents joy, energy, 

and light. Amber absorbs negativity 
and stimulates concentration.



Malachite

“Green... serenity, equilibrium, 
and stability”

Forever associated with nature, green expresses 
the resistance to change, the search for equilibrium 
and stability. In the same way, the malachite stone 

relieves stress and brings serenity...



Onyx

“Black... elegant, chic, 
and confident”

Black is the color of  elegance and refined class; 
chosen by artists and designers to identify 

a modern, up to date look. Onyx is the stone 
of  confidence and those who are brave...



A collection created to suit the needs 
of  all our clients and what they may desire.

Available in mat or glossy coating.



Tiger eye



Tiles Collection
Design Collection
Dedicated to projects which require 
a natural look or silk sensation.

Technical information

Coating: water based matt finish
Dimension: 300 x 300 mm
Thickness: 9 mm
Panel Type: MDF pure E0

Luxury Collection
The perfect combination of  nature 
and brilliance; ecological yet elegant.

Technical information

Coating: water based gloss finish
Dimension: 300 x 300 mm
Thickness: 9 mm
Panel Type: MDF pure E0



Pure Collection
A unique solution to the “Cradle to 
Cradle” philosophy with a range 
of  ecological finishings.

Technical information

Coating: water based matt finish
Coating lx: water based gloss finish
Dimension: 300 x 300 mm
Thickness: 9 mm
Panel Type: MDF pure E0

Special Collection
Simply executed bespoke design to give 
the client a signature of  their own.

Technical information

Number of  tiles: 4 
Coating: water based matt finish
Coating lx: water based gloss finish
Dimension: 300 x 300 mm
Thickness: 9 mm
Panel Type: MDF pure E0



www.beleaf.mc - info@beleaf.mc


